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Abstract
We have developed an experimental meta-search engine, which takes the snippets from traditional search engines and presents them to the user either in the form of clusters, indices or re-ranked list optionally based on the user’s profile. The system also allows the user to give positive or negative feedback on the documents, clusters and indices. The architecture allows different algorithms for each of the features to be plugged-in easily, i.e. various clustering, indexing and relevance feedback algorithms, and profiling methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the explosive growth of the World Wide Web, a huge amount of information is available online. For example “Google” [2] claims to have a repository of over one billion web pages. Search engines make it possible to easily access this information. To retrieve the desired information from these pages, search engines maintain an inverted index of these web pages, and in response to the user’s query, all the documents that match the query terms are returned. Very often, a large number of web pages match query terms, but only few of those may be of interest to the user. This problem is particularly bad when the user query contains only a few terms and thus may refer to a broad topic. Search engines do return web pages in some rank order determined by their match to the query, and in some case by the importance of the web pages. Nevertheless it is often impossible for a search engine to know which web pages may be most relevant to the user. Since a user typically looks only at the first few items returned (that are available on the first or second screen returned by the search engine), results further down in the ranking are never looked at, even if they contain the desired information.

There are many solutions to this problem. One possible approach is to customize the ranking of returned web pages for each user so that the top ranked documents more closely resemble the taste and interest of the user. A profile can be built for each user based upon the past queries and corresponding web pages visited. This profile can be used to influence the ranking of the pages returned in upcoming queries. For example, for search query on “language”, such a system may highly rank web page referring to computer language for a user with computer science/information technology background. In contrast, for a user with liberal arts background, it may provide higher ranks to web pages referring to natural languages. Thus when profile is used to influence the returned documents, the search results are personalized and are dynamic with respect to user. The idea of profile-based ranking can be extended to groups of users with common interest or those working in an organization. The concept of user profiles (based upon the past queries) has been used in various collaborative search engines [10,11,12,14] and in other interesting web applications [6,13,20].
Document clustering is another promising method for organizing search results. Instead of displaying the documents in a ranked order, we might present to the user different themes emerging from the documents in the form of clusters of web pages. Now the user can find the desired information by choosing the cluster of his interest. Clustering based approach to documents browsing has been investigated extensively [4, 5, 9, 16], and has been incorporated in several meta-search engines, e.g. Grouper [17, 18, 19], MSEEC [8], Manjara [22].

One major drawback of the clustering based algorithms is that a cluster label often fails to provide a complete picture of the web pages contained in the cluster. If the label contains only a few words, then it may show no information about some documents contained in the cluster. If the label contains too many words, it may fail to identify the underlying theme. Since each web page is part of only one cluster, the user may miss the web page of interest if its contents are not reflected in the cluster label.

An alternate method is to present web pages organized under indices. If the index is in the form of hierarchy, it is easy to navigate through a large result set. By clicking on a keyword from the index, user can find all documents that contain that keyword. This method is used in meta-search engines Vivisimo [http://www.vivisimo.com], and Infogistics [http://www.infogistics.com].

When user does not find exactly what he is looking for in the search results, relevance feedback is one of the useful features. Using this, he can give feedback to the system about his likes and dislikes. Based on this feedback, a new query is generated automatically and new set of documents is presented to the user, which are likely to be of his interest. Some type of relevance feedback is implemented in variety of search engines like Manjara [22] and Google [2].

In our research group, we are developing Scout, a search engine interface that incorporates the above methods for presenting retrieval results along with relevance feedback mechanism. This system allows experimentation with different ways of incorporating profile information, clustering methods, index generation methods, and relevance feedback mechanisms and thus serves as a test bench for evaluating these concepts and algorithms. In this paper we describe the architecture of the system and demonstrate its performance in the context of web search. The system is available online at [http://myscout.cs.umn.edu](http://myscout.cs.umn.edu)

2. Scout Architecture

Figure-1 shows the basic architecture of Scout meta search interface. Different options are accessible through various control buttons and popup menus. The user is allowed to modify the variables that influence the underlying algorithms.
Through Scout interface, user’s query is directed to mearf which fetches the results from one of these primary search engine based on user’s options: Altavista, Directhit, Google, Excite, and Yahoo. Scout retrieves output of the search engine as a list of ranked snippets. Scout displays the results in one of the four different ways selected by the user. First is original documents fetched from the mearf without any processing. Second way of presenting results is profile based reranking. Clustering is another way in which results can be displayed, and final option is indexing.

In all kind of presentations user is provided with a checkbox to give positive or negative relevance feedback to the system, which is used to reformulate the query and fetch the new result set from the search engine.

In Scout, profile based ranking, clustering, and index generation are all done only using snippets. Every new user who visits the system is assigned a userid. This unique number is stored at user’s system as a cookie. For each user, the list of queries done, and snippets of each corresponding URL visited are stored at Scout server as user’s profile. If the same user visits the Scout system again, its userid is retrieved from his/her system, and the user’s profile is pulled from Scout server. Scout also allows group profiles in addition to user’s individual profile. In the current
implementation, all users belong to one global group but in future we plan to extend it to multiple groups, providing the user with an option to select his own group based on his interests.

We use vector space model to represent snippets [15], modify weights of the terms by using the TFIDF formula.

2.1 Mearf

Scout is powered by a special version of Mearf, our meta-search engine [http://mearf.cs.umn.edu](http://mearf.cs.umn.edu) to handle all interactions with supported search engines. The module is capable of connecting to search engines, retrieving as many links as demanded by opening as many connections as necessary to the search engines included in the query in a transparent manner. It has a flexible and easy to update server configuration interface through which we can update the configuration data for a search engine if its html structure has changed, add new engines, or remove existing ones with minimal effort. It has an intelligent advertisement removal and duplicate elimination module embedded identifying majority of server specific advertisement or sponsored links and merging a grand majority of duplicate links with very little false positives. When asked to retrieve n links in total, it calculates approximately how many links should be retrieved for each search engines by considering number of search engines selected and guessing approximately how many links in total will be duplicate links. In most of the cases, it does not retrieve less than or more than 10% of the required number of links.

With this framework Scout is able to ask Mearf hundreds to a few thousands of links depending on the number of search engines included in the query. Note that maximum number of links that a typical search engine is willing to supply for a given query is about 300 to 800 links. Mearf's html retrieving module is fully multithreaded, it retrieves all the htmls, parses them, extracts links, processes them to convert to a format Scout and further algorithms (clustering and indexing algorithms for example) can easily process. Although Mearf could be used to retrieve links from a single search engine, its true power is in the methods it uses to re-rank and merge results coming from different search engines. Past logs and user click statistics suggested that Mearf scores and rankings are quite reliable [1] and even comparable to some of the best search engines available on the Web, supplying Scout a good deal of high quality links to be used further in subsequent modules in the pipeline.

2.2 Profile based reranking

Profile is a vector of weighted terms. To get this vector, we take the present query and match it against old queries stored in the user’s profile. If there is a partial or full match between them, all the snippets who’s URL were visited under those past queries are taken from the profile. Of these top k most related snippets to the query (judged by cosine measure) are chosen to take part in profile creation. Centroid of these k snippets serves as the profile vector for the user. Similarly a profile vector is created for the group that the user belongs to. Now the documents returned by the selected search engine can be reranked based on cosine measure of these profile vectors and original documents. The final rank of documents as shown by Scout is a hybrid of the original ranking, ranking due to the similarity with the user’s own profile vector, and ranking due to
similarity with the group’s profile vector. Interactive profile can also be used to rank the documents in the same way as users profile.

### 2.3 Clustering

Scout interface allows us to plug-in and experiment with any clustering algorithm with ease. The interface allows the user specify the different parameters of the clustering algorithm chosen, which gives us the opportunity to fine-tune the algorithms implemented.

The input to the clustering algorithm is the list snippets returned by Mearf along with their score. For each snippet, the sequence of word ids, the start and end locations of the word in the character sequence of the snippet and the stemmed form of each word is supplied to the clustering algorithm. The query itself is also passed, in case any clustering algorithm makes use of it. If the clustering algorithm has parameters that can be changed by the user, Scout passes these to the algorithm too. The output of the clustering algorithm is expected to be in the form of a graph. The graph is passed to the interface by specifying the name of the cluster along with its list of snippet numbers, and its parent and child information. In the case of a flat list, all the clusters will have the root node as its parent and they won’t have any child nodes.

For a clustering algorithm to be useful in web search context, not only the clusters have to contain document that form a theme, but also they have to have a good label that gives a good description of the cluster without being too specific. Moreover, when a partitional algorithm is used for clustering, there is only one path from the top level to the related snippets the user is looking for, whereas if a clustering algorithm that allows overlaps between clusters is used, there can potentially be more than one way to reach the desired snippets.

Currently k-means, bisective k-means and shared nearest neighbor (SNN) clustering algorithms are implemented in scout. K-means is a well-known algorithm and won’t be discussed here. Bisective k-means is a variation of k-means where one cluster is split into two in every iteration. The split for a cluster is determined by trying several k-means clusters with k=2 and choosing the best split among those. The cluster to be split can be chosen as the largest cluster, the least coherent cluster or by any other reasonable criteria. SNN algorithm uses the overlap between the nearest neighbors of two snippets as a measure of their similarity. It has a noise removal mechanism built-in and allows overlapping clusters, but the amount of overlap is usually very small.

K-means and bisective k-means have linear complexity. Although the SNN have a complexity of $O(n^2)$, the linear term dominates when the number of snippets the user requests is smaller than 1000, which is almost always the case, and it doesn’t take more than 1 second to process 1000 snippets.

For k-means and bisective k-means, the summaries for the clusters are generated by picking up the most dominant several terms from the centroid. For SNN algorithm, the summaries are generated by using sequential phrase generation using the words that appear frequently in the cluster.
Vivisimo [3] uses a form of conceptual clustering [7] where they label the clusters as soon as they are formed and if a cluster does not allow for a good description, the cluster is rejected. Therefore the labels of the resulting clusters are, in general, good.

Most commonly used clustering algorithms in text clustering are k-means / k-mediods, hierarchical clustering and SVD based methods. All of these algorithms are partitional, however there are some variations which allow partial belongings to a cluster, i.e. fuzzy clustering.

The problem with partitional algorithms is that, every snippet returned by the search engine has to belong to a cluster. Search results contain noise and the amount of noise increases as more snippets are retrieved. For a clustering to perform well in snippet domain, it has to be able to deal with noise, probably by detecting and discarding the noise snippets.

Hierarchical clustering algorithms, in general, result in binary trees since two clusters are merged at a time (or one cluster is split into two). The resulting dendograms are hard to navigate due to the binary splits. Both hierarchical and SVD based algorithms have a run-time complexity $O(n^2)$ which used to make it unfeasible for online clustering. Considering that a user will not request thousands of snippets, and the size of the snippets are small, these algorithms can be used online.

### 2.4 Indexing

We can experiment with different indexing algorithms by plugging them into scout just as in clustering. The input and the output format are same as in clustering.

In index-based representation, when the user clicks on an index term, all the snippets containing that index term are presented to the user. A good indexing scheme should represent most of the snippets, if not all, without repeating itself too much. Some overlap between the snippets covered by the indices is useful since it provides the user several paths to desired snippets.

Currently, frequent phrase generation method is implemented in scout with a couple of variations. The first one is brute force sequential phrase generation, only using the words that have a support of 2 or more. The second one makes use of word clustering and uses the words that are in the same cluster to generate the sequential phrases. Once the phrases are generated, redundancy check is done, i.e. sub-phrases of a phrase with similar support are deleted, and if the support of the sub-phrase is considerably larger, then a branch in the hierarchy is created for the longer phrase.

Using indexing, it is easy to generate a reasonable hierarchy. The most important phrases with sufficient coverage can be placed at the top level and the indexing can be applied recursively until the number of snippets in a branch is relatively small. The second method described above is implemented recursively too.

Hierarchical representation of phrases is easier to navigate compared to a flat list. More information can be put into a hierarchy without confusing the user since the user will not see anything more than what he wants to see.
Applying natural language processing to the snippets is another way of obtaining phrases from search results. One can choose to display only the noun phrases to the users since they are better descriptors. Yet another way of doing indexing is to make use of the titles of the web pages. Since the titles are human generated according to the content of the page, they are intuitive and probably as good as it gets. However, there’s no guarantee that there will be sufficient overlap between the titles of urls for a given query to be able to represent the results in a compact way.

2.5 Relevance Feedback

Scout system allows users to give their likes and dislikes with help of 3 way checkboxes in front of every snippet and cluster / index labels. On hit of a Go button, using this feedback a new query is formed, and is sent to the system for new set of results. At present Rocchio’s Algorithm [21] is used for creating the new query based on feedback, which is given here in brief.

\[ Q_1 = Q_0 + \beta \sum R_i/n_1 - \gamma \sum S_i/n_2, \]

where

- \( Q_1 \) = the vector for the final query
- \( Q_0 \) = the vector for the initial query
- \( R_i \) = the vector for the relevant document \( i \)
- \( S_i \) = the vector for the non-relevant document \( i \)
- \( n_1 \) = the number of relevant documents chosen
- \( n_2 \) = the number of non-relevant documents chosen
- \( \beta, \gamma \) = weights to adjust the weights of relevant and non-relevant document vectors.

In future, we plan to play with more such relevance feedback algorithms. User can also see the reformulated query before sending it to the system, and also has the capability to modify the query, and add new terms to it.

3. Experimental evaluation:

To evaluate the features of Scout we tried a variety of queries in it and found that for certain type of queries, the features provided a better and easier way of finding the desired result. To start with, the user’s past profile as well as interactive profile can be used to influence the ranking of results. For example on giving the query ‘language’, the top few documents in original result set had nothing to do with computer or programming languages. But if the user is of computer science background and has given programming related queries in past, his profile will have the related terms which will steer the results towards documents having to do with programming languages. Also, the user can interactively specify words to influence the rankings. As shown in figure 2, after selecting words ‘xml’, ‘markup’, ‘java’ from the profile and specifying ‘perl’ as a new word to influence ranking, the top documents in reranked result consisted of xml and java related topics though their original ranking was as high as 54 and 88.
All the results have an option of providing relevance feedback and reformulating the query. As shown in figure 2 we selected XML, and java related documents as positive feedback, and foreign language related document as negative feedback. On pressing the “Show New Query” button, the reformulated query is shown in a new window with the option of editing the newly added words, which on submission fetches a new result set having all the programming related hits as shown in figure 3.
For generic queries, indexing and clustering proved to be quite effective. For the query “computer science”, the original results returned by other search engines had a jumble of various diverse topics like computer science departments, computer science reports, computer science research work etc. But after doing indexing on this result set, all these different topics were separated out and were listed under singular indices as shown in figure 4. Using these indices it’s a lot easier to focus on the desired topic and see the relevant results simply by clicking on the corresponding index or sub-index. The only snag was that some insignificant words like ‘contact’, ‘fax’ etc. were so common among documents that they ended up as indices in themselves. This is really not a problem because as long as the number of irrelevant indices is not overwhelming they will not be distracting for the user you can simply chose to expand the relevant indices. In fact he can even use relevance feedback option to select the desired topic or deselect an undesired one and thus modify the query to get better results on the chosen topic.
Figure 4: Showing indexing on query “computer science” along with original results for this query. The indices shown are arranged as a hierarchy, which can be expanded or collapsed and can also be used for relevance feedback.

Clustering was equally powerful for generic queries and separated the variegated topics into separate clusters as shown in figure 5. The added advantage of clustering over indexing was that there were no clusters on inconsequential words and the cluster labels were more descriptive to the projected topic than they were in indexing. But the downside here was that number of documents under each topic (represented as cluster) was not large as in indexing, as all clusters are disjoint for ‘partitional’ clustering algorithms and thus will not have any common or overlapping documents.
Indexing and clustering are really good features for using on generic queries where user is not sure of exact document he/she is looking for, but if user has something specific in his/her mind and gives rather long query in its pursuit then things are a bit different. Here, if the original results has the desired document among top ten results then using indexing/clustering wouldn’t help much but if that sought after document is buried somewhere deep in the result set then using hierarchical index scheme its much easier for user to navigate through the appropriate indices and reach for the document.

Indexing and clustering are also very handy for concept-based search queries. In this situation a set of words can denote multiple concepts. To know the concept (or the context) in which the words appear, the neighboring words need to be examined and the presence of a certain type of nearby words signifies a certain concept denoted by document as a whole. For example for the query “association mining”, the top 40 hits in original result set were related to metallurgy mining and related stuff and had no mention of association rules as in data mining scenario. But after using indexing on this result set, there was not only a separate index on “rules→association
rule mining”, but in fact the metallurgy mining was better organized with indices on ‘mining industry’, ‘mining associations’ etc. (figure 6) The same was true for clustering with a separate cluster appearing on ‘association rule mining’ (figure 7).

Figure 6: Showing indexing on query “association mining” along with original results reported for this query (note that top10 hits do not have anything on association rule mining)
Another example for concept based query given was ‘raging bull’ for which original result had potpourri of results from stock market, movies etc. Doing indexing and clustering on results organized them into distinct indices/clusters of possible concepts allowing the user to select the concept of his/her choice and dwell on it further. By not restricting to query keywords and observing neighboring words, indexing and clustering are immensely successful in bringing out all the related notions with the query. For a query like “search engines” the result set is neatly structured in to indices/clusters of ‘search directories’, ‘meta search engines’, ‘search guides’ and ‘list of search engines’ etc. Similarly for query “sports”, the index/cluster labels consisted of various types of sports like basketball, football, golf and hockey etc. thereby making it really easy for users to navigate through the results.

The efficacy of indexing and clustering is also seen in polysemic queries where a same word has multiple meanings depending upon the context it’s used in. Like for the query “intelligence”, the top few documents in the original result were mostly on ‘artificial intelligence’ and documents with other meanings were obscured down the result set. After clustering, there were separate
clusters on ‘business-’, ‘artificial-’, ‘military-’ intelligence etc. as shown in figure 8. The results with indexing were similar though labels were not as intuitive as in clustering.

Figure 8: Showing clustering on query “intelligence” along with documents contained in ‘intelligence military’ cluster.

Indexing and clustering also help in the problem of synonymy (different words having same meaning), by identifying the synonyms to given query and making unique indices or clusters of them. For example for the query “cars” the algorithms were able to pick ‘auto’, ‘vehicle’ etc. resulting in more comprehensive presentation of results to the user.

Another advantage of using indexing is that it facilitates natural language queries by making phrase searching very easy and efficient. For the query “knowledge discovery process”, the original result set from search engines contains documents in which either one or combination of query words is present and that too on any order (or sequence). To trace the documents that have complete phrase in them from this result set is an uphill task. Using indexing we have a separate sub index having ‘knowledge discovery process’ as the label, clicking on which we can retrieve
all the documents that deal with the complete phrase (in same sequence of query words), instead of dealing with just one or more query words. (figure 9)

4. Conclusion and future work

We have presented the architecture of Scout. This system allows the user to more effectively explore a large number of search results returned by search engines and also allows the presentation of results to be influenced by the profile of the user and its group (as represented by the past queries).

The ultimate goal behind this project is to make it easier for the user to retrieve information, starting from searching to display, and display to relevance feedback. At this time, the system uses only snippets for generating clusters profiles and dynamic indices. Since snippets do not provide an exact picture of the document, resulting rankings, clusters, and dynamic indices are
not very accurate, as they could be, if the complete documents were used. Snippets have been
used in Scout to make it fast. Another possible solution is to add a complete in-house search
engine to Scout.

A number of items need further work. Current scheme for maintaining user profile and group
profiles are quite simple, and new scheme needs to be investigated. The quality of cluster labels
is highly dependent upon the ability of the phrase extraction module to detect quality phrases.

Profile information can also be used to influence the generation of dynamic indices. One
possibility is to create an orthogonal index using the documents in the profile, and some of these
to augment the index created using the snippets returned in response to the query.
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